Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Vector optimization problems, vector variational inequality problems, vector complementarity problems, and vector saddle point problems are particular cases of vector equilibrium problems. As an extensive mathematical model, the vector equilibrium problem is a hot topic in the fields of operations research and nonlinear analysis (see \[[@CR1]--[@CR8]\]). Gong \[[@CR2]--[@CR4]\] obtained optimality conditions for vector equilibrium problems with constraints under the assumption of cone-convexity, and by using a nonlinear scalarization function and Ioffe subdifferentiability he derived optimality conditions for weakly efficient solutions, Henig solutions, super efficient solutions, and globally efficient solutions to nonconvex vector equilibrium problems. Long et al. \[[@CR5]\] obtained optimality conditions for Henig efficient solutions to vector equilibrium problems with functional constrains under the assumption of near cone-subconvexlikeness. Luu et al. \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\] established sufficient and necessary conditions for efficient solutions to vector equilibrium problems with equality and inequality constraints and obtained the Fritz John and Karush--Kuhn--Tucker necessary optimality conditions for locally efficient solutions to vector equilibrium problems with constraints and sufficient conditions under assumptions of appropriate convexities.

It is well known that models describe only simplified versions of real problems and numerical algorithms generate only approximate solutions. Hence it is interesting and meaningful to have a theoretical analysis of the notion of an approximate solution. For example, Loridan \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\] introduced the concept of *ϵ*-solutions in general vector optimization problems.

As far as we know, there are few papers dealing with approximate weakly efficient solutions to the set-valued vector equilibrium problems. Li et al. \[[@CR11]\] introduced a new kind of approximate solution set of a vector approximate equilibrium problem; it is uncertain if *ϵ* tends to zero, whether or not the approximate solution set equals to the original solution set? It is a natural question how to define approximate weakly efficient solutions to the set-valued vector equilibrium problems and under what condition the set of approximate weakly efficient solutions equals to the set of weakly efficient solutions? This has great theoretical significance and applicable value in the research of optimality conditions for approximate weakly efficient solutions to the set-valued vector equilibrium problems.

On the other hand, convexity plays an important role in the study of vector equilibrium problems. In 2001, Yang et al. \[[@CR12]\] introduced a new convexity, named near cone-subconvexlikeness, and proved that it is a generalization of cone-convexness and cone-subconvexlikeness. In 2005, Sach (see \[[@CR13]\]) introduced another new convexity called ic-cone-convexness, Xu et al. \[[@CR14]\] proved that near cone-subconvexlikeness is also a generalization of ic-coneconvexness. Up to now, near cone-subconvexlikeness is considered to be the most generalized convexity.

Motivated by works in \[[@CR3], [@CR12], [@CR15]\], in this paper, we introduce a new kind of approximate weakly efficient solutions to the set-valued vector equilibrium problems and reveal the relationship between weakly efficient solutions and approximate weakly efficient solutions. We establish Kuhn-Tucker type and Lagrange-type optimality conditions for set-valued vector equilibrium problems under the assumption of the near cone-subconvexlikeness.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Some preliminary facts are given in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} for our later use. Section [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} is devoted to the relationship between weakly efficient solutions and approximate weakly efficient solutions. In Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, we establish Kuhn--Tucker-type sufficient and necessary optimality conditions for approximate weakly efficient solutions to the set-valued vector equilibrium problems. In Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, we establish Lagrange-type sufficient and necessary optimality conditions for approximate weakly efficient solutions to the set-valued vector equilibrium problems. At the end of the paper, we draw some conclusions.
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=============
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Several definitions of generalized convexities have been introduced in the literature.
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Approximate weakly efficient solutions {#Sec3}
======================================

Firstly, we introduce approximate weakly efficient solutions to the set-valued vector equilibrium problems with constraints.
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--------------
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Next, we show that in the proposition the relationship may be strict when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proposition 3.2 {#FPar15}
---------------
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Proof {#FPar16}
-----
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In what follows, we discuss the relationship between the approximate weakly efficient solutions and weakly efficient solutions to the set-valued vector equilibrium problems with constraints.

Proposition 3.3 {#FPar17}
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Kuhn--Tucker-type optimality conditions {#Sec4}
=======================================

In this section, under the assumption of near *C*-subconvexlikeness, we establish Kuhn--Tucker-type sufficient and necessary optimality conditions for approximate weakly efficient solutions to the set-valued vector equilibrium problems, which generalize the relevant results given by Gong \[[@CR2]\] and Yang \[[@CR17]\].
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Lemma 4.1 {#FPar20}
---------
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Proof {#FPar22}
-----
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Corollary 4.1 {#FPar23}
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-----
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Theorem 4.2 {#FPar25}
-----------
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Proof {#FPar26}
-----
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Corollary 4.2 {#FPar27}
-------------
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Proof {#FPar28}
-----
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Corollary 4.3 {#FPar29}
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Proof {#FPar30}
-----

This follows directly from Corollaries [4.1](#FPar23){ref-type="sec"} and [4.2](#FPar27){ref-type="sec"}. □

Remark 4.1 {#FPar31}
----------

Corollary [4.3](#FPar29){ref-type="sec"} extends Theorem 3.1 of Gong \[[@CR2]\] in the following aspects: (i)The vector-valued function is extended to a set-valued function;(ii)The cone-convexity of *φ* is extended to near cone-subconvexlikeness.

Corollary 4.4 {#FPar32}
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Remark 4.2 {#FPar34}
----------
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From Theorems [4.1](#FPar21){ref-type="sec"} and [4.2](#FPar25){ref-type="sec"} we obtain the following result.
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Lagrange-type optimality conditions {#Sec5}
===================================

In this section, we present Lagrange-type sufficient and necessary optimality conditions for approximate weakly efficient solutions to the set-valued vector equilibrium problems, which generalize the relevant results given by Rong \[[@CR15]\].
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Proof {#FPar37}
-----
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Proof {#FPar39}
-----
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-----
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Remark 5.1 {#FPar43}
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-----
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Remark 5.2 {#FPar46}
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Proof {#FPar48}
-----

This follows directly from Corollaries [5.2](#FPar41){ref-type="sec"} and [5.3](#FPar44){ref-type="sec"}. □

Conclusions {#Sec6}
===========

In this paper, we discuss some relationships between approximate weakly efficient solutions and weakly efficient solutions of set-valued vector equilibrium problems. We conclude that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\bigcap_{\epsilon \in C\setminus {\{0\}}}\epsilon \text{-}X_{W \min }(\Phi,A)=X_{W\min }(\Phi,A)$\end{document}$, and hence it is really "approximate". The optimality conditions for set-valued vector equilibrium problems are established, and the results we obtained generalize those of Gong\[[@CR2]\], Yang\[[@CR17]\], and Rong\[[@CR15]\]. As an extensive mathematical model, further research on approximate weakly efficient solutions of set-valued vector equilibrium problems seems to be of interest and value.
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